Notes on Selected 2022 Classes
American Sports Cars (ASC)

Our American Sports Cars class is reserved for the following marques and models:
• Chevrolet Corvette
• Cunningham
• Ford Thunderbird 1955-57
• Shelby Cobra

CCCA Approved Classics
Please refer to

https://new.classiccarclub.org/approved-classics

for the definitive list of eligible marques and models.

Preservation Class

The best preservation car or motorcycle is an unrestored and original vehicle which has been
properly maintained in good operating condition. It is also a vehicle that is a model year 1987 or
older. Vehicles that are seriously deteriorated barn finds or static non-running displays are not
normally eligible for preservation judging. Please refer to http://icjag.org/preservationjudging-guidelines/ for a fuller explanation of selection and judging.

Special Displays

Special Displays, as the name suggests, bring together a select group of vehicles that illustrate
an important element in the history and evolution of motor vehicles. We curate these classes,
which are by invitation only. Please contact registration@hillsboroughconcours.org if you wish
to have your vehicle considered. To broaden the scope of these displays, by default the vehicles
are not judged. These are the Special Displays for 2022:
SD2 – Shocking Classics through 1987
Some people want the style and elegance of a classic car, or just the statement that it
makes, without increasing their carbon footprint. Increasingly, these people are converting
their ICE to something much cooler – electric motors. The committee will select electricpowered conversions of classic cars that meet our standards of elegance and quality, which
illustrate the power of future trends.
SD3 – Modified European Sports Cars through 1987
A Concours d’Elegance judges classics that are authentic to the very last detail. But many
owners of classic cars want to drive them and prefer not to forgo modern mechanical
improvements or creature comforts. The committee will select cars with modifications that
are true to the character of the model and worthy of display.
SD4 – Important Bay Area Cars through 1987
The region once manufactured cars and is the home to serious car collectors and cars that
became famous for being here. The committee will select those with a notable history or
history of ownership tied to the Bay Area.

SD5 – Ferrari-Powered
This year marks the 75th anniversary of the Ferrari marque. Purists will acknowledge that a
Ferrari engine can power just about anything but then ask, Why? This exhibit will feature
creative riffs on a Modena powerplant.
SD6 – Yellow Cars
White, black and red are perennial favorite color choices for automobiles but every now
and then there are colors that screams “I’m Different!” The committee will curate a
selection of excellent examples of their marque that exemplify the color yellow.
SD7 – Shelby 65th Anniversary
Carroll Shelby was legend, and we will honor his legacy with a curated display of the finest
examples of his work.
SD8 – The Cars of Route 66
“If you ever plan to motor west, travel my way, take the highway that is best. Get your kicks
on route sixty-six.” The history of the 20th century drove from Chicago to LA, more than
2,000 miles away. We will display a collection of cars of the Route 66 era.

